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ABSTRACT

Marine industries require higher efficient ships. In view
of propeller design optimization in behind ship condition,
reliable estimation of self-propulsion factors is highly
expected. In order to derive self-propulsion factors as
pure performance barometers of the interaction of hull,
propeller and rudder, propeller open water characteristics
(POC) measured in equivalent flow characteristics to self
propulsion test (SPT) should be used for analyzing selfpropulsion factors.
To confirm equivalence of flow characteristics in
propeller open water test (POT) and SPT condition, oil
flow visualization using 27 propellers was conducted.
Similar range of laminar, turbulent flow distribution and
flow separation were confirmed. These results proved the
validity to use additional low Reynolds POT with shaft
speed corresponding to SPT condition for the SPT
analysis. To estimate the propulsive efficiency from
model to full scale, the modified LKE k-kL- model was
adopted with capturing transitional flow and vortex
structure of ship wake.
In addition, a propeller design with small blade area ratio
(Ae=0.38) was compared with a base propeller design
(Ae=0.48). Smaller blade area propeller showed 1.8%
higher open water efficiency at Rn(Kempf)=6×105 (POT)
and 1.9% higher propulsive efficiency in full scale (CFD).
Full scale estimation from the experimental results based
on ‘2POT method’ showed 2.2% higher propulsive
efficiency using smaller blade area ratio and well
corresponded to full scale CFD simulation. These results
supported effectiveness of ‘2POT method’.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reliable estimation method is key technology to develop
new propulsion concept. SPT and POT are performed for
evaluation of propulsive performance as practical use.
In many cases, only one POT result at high Reynolds
number is used for extrapolation to full scale POC and for
the analysis of self-propulsion factors (This procedure is

called as ‘1POT method’). For practical use, typical scale
correction of propeller characteristics is based on the
simple correction of friction coefficient. In recent years,
low speed engines and smaller blade area propellers are
adopted. As a result, model propellers are tested in
extremely low Reynolds number flow in behind ship
condition. Flow characteristics on the propeller behind
model ships are laminar and turbulent mixture flow with
including flow separation. In these cases, SPT with only
one high Reynolds POT often causes irrational eata-r drop
problem especially small blade area propellers. As a
result, propulsive efficiency of small blade area propellers
is not accurately estimated. To solve this problem, an
alternative way is to conduct an additional POT which
Reynolds number corresponds to that of SPT. This
additional low Reynolds POT is used for deriving of selfpropulsion factors. The other high Reynolds POT result is
used for full scale propeller characteristics (This
procedure is called as ‘2POT method’ (Tamura 1977),
(ITTC-Recommended Procedures and Guidelines 2008).
As additional low Reynolds POT is expected to include
range of laminar, turbulent region and flow separation
region that are similar to SPT condition, KQ POT / KQ SPT
(=eata-r) cancels the flow separation effect. As a result,
eata-r is expected to be pure barometer of wake adaption
of propeller design. On the other hand, propellers in SPT
condition are operated in the flow field with higher
turbulence intensity by the ship wake field. The
importance of consideration of the difference of
turbulence intensity in between POT and SPT conditions
were pointed out (Streckwall et al 2013). Higher
turbulence intensity in wake field will cause earlier
transition from laminar to turbulence in comparison with
POT condition. However, flow characteristics in behind
ship conditions are not well known. To derive selfpropulsion factors with ‘2POT method’, friction and
separation distribution on the propeller blade in additional
low Reynolds POT and SPT condition should be
corresponding. To validate this, it is necessary to
investigate the flow characteristics of additional low
Reynolds POT and SPT condition.
In addition, CFD comparison of small blade area
propeller design with wide blade area propeller design in

full scale helps to understand the effectiveness of
efficiency gain by low friction with small blade area
design. Further, model scale CFD helps to understand
model scale SPT situation and typical eata-r drop problem
for small blade area propeller designs using ‘1POT
method’. These investigations are necessary to confirm
the effectiveness of ‘2POT method’ to compare different
blade area propeller designs in model test.
2 FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
CONDITION

IN

MODEL

TEST

Inflow to the propeller in SPT condition is more turbulent
than that of POT condition by the ship wake flow. Lee et
al (2003) investigated wake flow of KVLCC by wind
tunnel. Tsuda et al (1978) investigated the flow pattern of
MAU propellers in POT and SPT conditions. In totally,
flow character at SPT condition was still mainly laminar
flow, even flow characteristics at tip region were partially
more turbulent than POT condition. MAU propellers have
the blade section with maximum thickness at 32% chord
position from leading edge, which means MAU propellers
are more turbulent than modern NACA section.
Regarding the effect of blade section type, the
experimental visualization results with modern blade
section are little known.
To confirm equivalence of flow characteristics such as
laminar and turbulent flow and separation distribution in
POT and SPT condition, 27 propeller designs with
modern NACA blade sections for 749 chemical tanker
were tested at Akishima Laboratories (Mitsui Zosen), Inc.
and compared with numerical calculation. The blade
profiles of these 27 propellers were parametrically
changed (ex. pitch, camber, chord, thickness, rake and
blade section) and investigated.
Table 1 shows principal particulars of propeller models
and test condition. These test series were mainly focused
on the small blade area propellers. Oil flow visualization
results of suction sides in POT and SPT conditions are
shown in Fig.1. Laminar streamlines from leading edge
were radially directed by the lower shear stress and
centrifugal force. Separation lines radially directed were
clearly observed near the trailing edge. After the clear
separation near the trailing edge, flow seemed to be
reattached at Rn(K)=6.0×105 in POT condition (Paint was
clearly removed). Circumferentially streamlines related to
the turbulent region were observed over 90% radius in
both POT and SPT conditions. Boundary radii between
laminar and turbulent region were almost same in POT
condition and SPT condition. Flow characteristics of 27
propellers in the range of Rn(K)=abt. 3.0×10 5 to 6×105
were mainly laminar.
In comparison with POT condition, SPT condition
showed separation lines near inner radii located upper
stream (leading edge) side, which were caused by slower
axial velocity and higher attack angle by ship wake. On
the other hand, attack angle near the tip was fluctuated in
SPT condition. At the top position, axial flow velocity
was slower and attack angle was increased. On the other

hand, axial flow velocities at side and bottom position
were higher and attack angle was decreased. As oil flow
patterns were resulted by all of the blade position, paint
remained at upstream at top position was removed at less
separation conditions which were in side and bottom
situation. As a result, separation line near outer radii
located downstream side.
From these results, flow characteristics in POT and SPT
conditions at Rn(K)=abt. 3.0×105 were mainly laminar
and frictional component was thought to be almost same
in POT and SPT conditions although turbulence intensity
between POT and SPT conditions were different. Both
POT and SPT conditions include clear flow separation
near root part and trailing edge.
In full scale, flow characteristics of small blade area
propellers were thought to be turbulent and flow
separation is hard to occur. This means simple scale
correction only by consideration of friction component is
insufficient. In the case of small blade area propellers,
unexpected eata-r drop problem may occur by simple
scale correction, which doesn’t take account separation
effect. Using additional low Reynolds POT, which
Reynolds number corresponds to that of SPT condition, is
one of the effective ways to cancel separation effect in
SPT condition and derive pure hull, rudder and propeller
interaction (eata-r, wake fraction and thrust deduction
fraction), because flow separation and friction condition
in POT and SPT conditions were similar at Rn(K)=abt.
3.0×105. Full scale propeller open water efficiency should
be extrapolated from the other higher Reynolds POC
which includes less separation effect.
3 NUMERICAL MODEL

In this research, transitional flow around propeller was
simulated using SOFTWARE CRADLE SC/Tetra V13,
which was based on a finite volume method with an
unstructured
grid.
3-equations
LKE
k-kL-
model(Walters & Cokljat 2008) was selected. It is
important to predict the transition point of a flow around a
propeller in operating in low Reynolds number. In the
LKE model, the disturbance energy in a pre-transitional
region of a boundary layer is represented as Laminar
Kinetic Energy (kL), while the turbulence energy is as k.
The transport equation of kL is solved by using two
equations of fully turbulent model. In general eddyviscosity type RANS based turbulence model, it is known
that the excessive eddy viscosity is occurred at free
stream region and the prediction of the flow at the adverse
gradient region will be incorrect. This will cause to
inaccuracy to simulate ship wake distribution with bilge
vortex. To solve this problem, the modification of the
eddy viscosity to the LKE k-kL-ω model were adopted.
The modification way of eddy viscosity is similar to the
"Shear Stress Transport Model" and the eddy viscosity
become reducing from the wall to the free stream region.
The computational domain is composed of the inner
rotational part including the propeller and the outer
stationary part. The stationary part and the rotational part

Table 1: Principal particulars of propellers and test condition
SPT condition

POT condition

MPNO

Dp(m)

Chord0.7(m)

Propeller A-1

0.2583

Propeller A-2

J

Vm(m/s)

Fn

n(rps)

Rn(Kempf)

0.0465

0.516

2.490

0.337

13.24

300814

0.2583

0.0465

0.502

2.502

0.338

13.45

305320

Propeller A-3

0.2583

0.0465

0.494

2.503

0.338

13.45

305117

Propeller A-4

0.2583

0.0465

0.500

2.499

0.338

13.44

305019

Propeller A-5

0.2583

0.0465

0.499

2.493

0.337

13.34

302775

Propeller A-6

0.2583

0.0465

0.497

2.499

0.338

13.46

305243

Propeller A-7

0.2583

0.0465

0.494

2.499

0.338

13.45

305083

Propeller A-8

0.2583

0.0465

0.500

2.495

0.337

13.44

305018

Propeller A-9

0.2583

0.0465

0.501

2.490

0.336

13.31

302840

Propeller A-10

0.2583

0.0465

0.499

2.500

0.338

13.46

305503

Propeller B-1

0.2583

0.0465

0.518

2.232

0.302

12.05

274651

Propeller B-2

0.2583

0.0465

0.509

2.224

0.301

11.90

270994

Propeller B-3

0.2583

0.0480

0.501

2.224

0.301

11.85

277977

Propeller B-4

0.2583

0.0469

0.509

2.216

0.299

11.73

268974

Propeller B-5

0.2583

0.0465

0.515

2.224

0.301

11.95

272151

Propeller B-6

0.2583

0.0465

0.508

2.224

0.301

11.98

272699

Propeller B-7

0.2583

0.0481

0.514

2.218

0.300

11.91

280306

Propeller B-8

0.2583

0.0480

0.514

2.215

0.299

11.90

279619

Propeller B-9

0.2583

0.0469

0.516

2.212

0.299

11.83

271395

Propeller B-10

0.2583

0.0480

0.510

2.215

0.299

11.84

278044

Propeller B-11

0.2583

0.0469

0.515

2.214

0.299

11.83

271420

Propeller B-12

0.2454

0.0446

0.547

2.219

0.300

11.93

248263

Propeller B-13

0.2712

0.0486

0.496

2.208

0.298

11.76

293067

Propeller B-14

0.2583

0.0469

0.510

2.215

0.299

11.87

272289

0.25

0.0661

0.512

2.668

0.361

14.74

461532

0.25

0.0661

0.570

2.387

0.323

11.71

368846

0.25

0.0521

0.513

2.670

0.361

14.49

357530

0.25

0.0521

0.567

2.388

0.323

11.57

287055

0.25

0.0524

0.526

2.005

0.271

10.89

270629

0.25

0.0524

0.593

1.791

0.242

8.60

215416

Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2
Propeller C-3

Prop A-1 POT Rn=3.0×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Prop A-2 POT Rn=3.0×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Prop A-3 POT Rn=3.0×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Prop A-4 POT Rn=3.0×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Prop B-1 POT Rn=2.7×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=2.7×105

Prop B-2 POT Rn=2.7×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Prop B-3 POT Rn=2.8×105 POT Rn=6.0×105

SPT Rn=3.0×105

Fig. 1: Oil flow visualization of POT and SPT conditions
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Inner rotational part

Propeller

V
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Prism mesh layers
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Fig. 2: Computational domain(POT)

Fig. 4: Numerical grids for self propulsion analysis

Fig 3: Prism mesh arrangement near blade surface

Fig. 5: Numerical grids for around propellers

are connected discontinuously. Fig. 2 shows the
computational domain for POT condition. The numerical
mesh is an unstructured grid, and basic cells are
tetrahedral and prismatic cells are applied to near the
blade surface for resolving the boundary layer (Fig. 3).
The first layer thickness of the prism layer was set to a
non-dimensional wall distance for a wall-bounded flow
(y+ in short) =1. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the computational
domain for SPT condition.

Rn(K)=1.5×105

Rn(K)=3×105

4
NUMERICAL
SIMULATION
OF
FLOW
CHARACTERISTICS ON POT AND SPT CONDITIONS

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show comparison results of oil flow
visualization and calculation of limiting streamlines of
Propeller C-2 (Yamasaki 2013). Calculation results
showed qualitative agreement with experimental results.
Boundary radii between laminar and turbulent flow were

Rn(K)=6×105

Rn(K)=7.5×105

Fig. 6: Experimental results (Propeller C-2, Oil flow visualization, POT condition)

Rn(K)=1.5×105

Rn(K)=3×105

Rn(K)=6×105

Rn(K)=7.5×105

Rn(K)=1×107

Fig. 7: Cal. results (Propeller C-2, limiting streamlines, POT condition)

Rn(K)=1.5×105

Rn(K)=3×105

Rn(K)=6×105

Rn(K)=7.5×105

Fig. 8: Cal. results (Propeller C-2, distribution of friction coefficient, POT condition, yellow: higher friction, blue: lower friction)

Rn(K)=1.1×105

Rn(K)=2.7×105

Fig. 9: Experimental results (Propeller C-2, Oil flow visualization, SPT condition)

Rn(K)=1.1×105

Rn(K)=2.7×105

Rn(K)=6×105

Rn(K)=1×107

Fig. 10: Cal. results (Propeller C-2, limiting streamlines, SPT condition)

Rn(K)=1.1×105

Rn(K)=2.7×105

Rn(K)=6×105

Fig. 11: Cal. results (Propeller C-2, distribution of friction coefficient, SPT condition, yellow: higher friction, blue: lower friction)

slightly larger than experimental results. Full scale
calculation result showed fully turbulent and separation
region was negligible. Distributions of friction coefficient
are shown in Fig.8. Flow characteristics of POT condition
were thought to be mainly laminar in the range of
Rn(K)=1.5×105 to 7.5×105.

Fig. 12: Cal. results (Propeller C-2,
thrust variation in SPT condition, Rn(K)=6×105)

Fig. 13: Cal. results (Propeller C-2, distribution of friction
coefficient, SPT condition, Rn(K)=6×105,
yellow: higher friction, blue: lower friction)

number is much smaller than the transitional Reynolds
number, flow characteristics are not sensitive against the
turbulence intensity.
Thrust variation of one blade is shown in Fig. 12. Thrust
of one blade in one rotation was maximized near the top
region due to the high attack angle with low axial
velocity. Thrust at starboard side was greater than that of
port side by upward wake flow. This tendency was well
captured by calculation. Fig. 13 shows friction coefficient
at each blade position. Turbulence region at starboard side
is larger than top and portside position. This was caused
by higher Reynolds number by high axial velocity at
portside and increase of attack angle by upward stream of
ship wake. In addition, oil flow visualization of Propeller
C-1 and Propeller C-2 in POT condition at Rn(K)=
abt.1.0×106 to 2.53×106 were conducted in the cavitation
tunnel at NMRI. Visualization results are shown in Fig.
14 and Fig. 15. Turbulent flow region was expanded in
radial direction, but laminar region is still much remained
for both propellers. These flow visualization results in
high Reynolds number were valuable to validate the
capability of transitional flow modeling by CFD.

Rn(K)=1.0×106

Rn(K)=1.17×106

Fig. 14: Experimental results (Propeller C-2)
(Oil flow visualization, POT condition, cavitation tunnel)

Oil flow visualization results in SPT condition are shown
in Fig. 9. In the case of Rn(K)=1.1×10 5, large separation
area was found and reattachment was not clearly
confirmed. From this result, SPT should be conducted as
high as possible Reynolds number.
Flow pattern at Rn(K)=2.7×105 was similar to flow
pattern in POT condition at Rn(K)=3.0×105, which was
typical Reynolds number in SPT condition.
In detail, flow separation line near root located upper
stream side in comparison with POT condition. Fig. 10
and Fig. 11 show limiting streamlines and friction
coefficient respectively. Flow patterns in POT condition
and SPT condition were similar at Rn(K)=abt. 3.0×10 5.
However, flow pattern in SPT condition at Rn(K)=abt.
6.0×105 was more turbulent and higher friction region
was found in comparison with POT condition, although
SPT is not possible at Rn(K)=abt. 6.0×105. These were
thought to be caused by the higher turbulence intensity in
SPT condition in comparison with POT condition. The
flow characteristics near the transitional Reynolds number
are sensitive to the turbulence intensity. When Reynolds

Rn(K)=1.0×106

Rn(K)=1.4×106

Rn(K)=1.77×106

Rn(K)=2.53×106

Fig. 15: Experimental results (Propeller C-1)
(Oil flow visualization, POT condition, cavitation tunnel)

5 REYNOLDS EFFECT OF PROPLLER OPEN WATER
CHARACTERISTICS

Propeller open water characteristics of Propeller C1(Ae=0.48)
and
Propeller
C-2(Ae=0.38)
were
investigated in the wide range of Reynolds number. Table
1 shows principal particulars of propeller models and test
condition. POT in the range of Rn(K)=1.5×105 to
7.5×105 were conducted in the towing tank at Akishima
Laboratories (Mitsui Zosen), Inc.. POT in the range of
Rn(K)=7.5×105 to 2.53×106 were conducted in the
cavitation tunnel at NMRI. Chord length at 70% radius of
Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2 were 0.0661m and
0.0521m respectively. Blade area ratio of Propeller C-2
was 20% smaller than that of Propeller C-1.
The variations of propeller open water characteristics
against Reynolds number were experimentally and
numerically investigated. Comparison results are shown
in Fig. 16. Thrust coefficient KT and torque coefficient KQ
were increased in the range of Rn(K)=1.5×10 5 to 4.5×105.
Thrust and torque brake down by flow separation part
were thought to be gradually decreased by increasing
Reynolds number in this range of Reynolds number.
Thrust coefficient KT were almost flat and torque
coefficient KQ were decreased in the range of
Rn(K)=4.5×105 to 7.5×105. The range of laminar and
turbulence flow range were kept and thickness of
boundary layer was decreased. The maximum propeller
open water efficiency was found at Rn(K)=8×105 to
10×105. The propeller open water efficiency of Propeller
C-1 from Rn(K)=7.5×105 to 1.5×106 and Propeller C-2
from Rn(K)=7.5×105 to 2.5×106 were measured also in
cavitation tunnel at NMRI. From the test results,
discrepancy of propeller open water characteristics in
between towing tank(Akishima Laboratories) and
cavitation tunnel(NMRI) at Rn(K)=7.5×105 were found.
In addition this, cavitation was extended on the blade
surface in the case of cavitation tunnel.

The measured value in cavitation tunnel included some
thrust and torque brake down by the extended cavitation.
From the oil flow visualization in the cavitation tunnel in
the range of Rn(K)=7.5×105 to 2.5×106, flow
characteristics were still not fully turbulent. Thrust
coefficient KT and torque coefficient KQ were decreased
in the range of Rn (K)=1×106 to 2.5×106 with increasing
friction by expanding turbulent boundary layer. POC in
the range of Rn(K)=2.5×106 to 1×107 were numerically
investigated. Flow characteristics at Rn(K)= 2.5×106 were
fully turbulent in these cases. Thrust coefficient KT was
increased and KQ were decreased by decreasing turbulent
boundary layer.
6 ANALYSIS OF SELF-PROPULSION FACTORS IN
MODEL AND FULL SCALE

POC and Self-propulsion factors for Propeller C-1 and
Propeller C-2 in full scale were numerically investigated.
POT results of Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2 were
compared in Table 2. Propeller open water efficiency at
KT/J2=const. of Propeller C-2 was 1.8% higher than that
of Propeller C-1 at Rn(K)=6×105. This is mainly caused
by the smaller friction loss by adopting narrower chord
length. For assumption of operation in SPT condition,
POT results of Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2 at each
SPT Reynolds number Rn(K)spt was compared. Propeller
open water efficiency of Propeller C-2 was 0.2% lower
efficiency than that of Propeller C-1. In this case,
propeller shaft speeds are corresponding to each SPT
condition and almost same to keep Froude law similarity.
As a result, Kempf’s Reynolds number of Propeller C-2
was abt. 20% lower than that of Propeller C-1 by the
narrower chord length of Propeller C-2.

Fig. 17: Comparison of propeller open water efficiency of
Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2 (CFD)

Fig. 16: Variation of POC of Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2
against Reynolds number

Fig. 18: Comparison of thrust distribution in radial direction

This is the main cause of low open water efficiency of
Propeller C-2 at SPT Reynolds number. Numerical
simulation of propeller open water efficiency was also
conducted. Calculation results are shown in Fig. 17.
Calculated propeller open water efficiency of Propeller C2 were 1.3% higher than Propeller C-1 at Rn(K)=6×105.
In full scale, propeller open water efficiency of Propeller
C-2 was 1.2% higher than Propeller C-1. From these
result, comparison of propeller open water efficiency at
Rn(K)=6×105 is roughly close to the comparison in full
scale open water efficiency. On the other hand, calculated
propeller open water efficiency of Propeller C-2 at
Rn(K)spt (=10.712rps) were almost same as that of
Propeller C-1. This was the same tendency as the model
test. Self-propulsion factors for Propeller C-1 and
Propeller C-2 in model and full scale were numerically
investigated. To simulate self propulsion test condition in
model scale, capability of capturing transitional flow and
ship wake vortex structure is necessary. Fig. 19 and
Fig.20 show ship wake simulation result using k-kL-
model. The color contour of left side figure shows
calculation result of the original k-kL- model. The
original k-kL- model shows less bilge vortex and less
tangential velocity component in comparison with model
experiment. On the other hand, modified k-kL- model
shows hook shape of bilge vortex and shows
comparatively good agreement with experiment. In full
scale, tangential component of wake velocity was found
in the case of modified k-kL- model. Wake distribution
and ISO surface of Q factors are shown in Fig. 21 as
example.
Calculated self-propulsion factors in model and full scale
are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. In model
scale at SPT Reynolds number, self-propulsion factors
(wake fraction, thrust deduction fraction and eata-r) of
Propeller C-2 were almost same as those of Propeller C-1.
This means difference of blade area ratio doesn’t derive
effect on hull, propeller and rudder interaction. Propeller
open water efficiency(eata-om) and propulsive
efficiency(eata-m) of Propeller C-2 were also almost
same as C-1. In this case, propeller shaft speeds were
corresponding to each SPT condition and almost same to
keep Froude law similarity. As a result, Kempf’s
Reynolds number of Propeller C-2 is abt. 20% lower than
that of Propeller C-1 by the narrower chord length of
Propeller C-2. As a result, Propeller C-2 didn’t show
efficiency gain at SPT Reynolds number. This tendency
was corresponding to the tendency of the calculation
result of propeller open water efficiency. Regarding the
absolute value of wake fraction, wake fraction was
overestimated in model scale. This is thought to be caused
by inaccuracy of wake contour position of 1-w=0.9. In
comparison with model experiment, the region of 1w=0.8 to 0.9 were more expanded in the simulation.
Further improvement of ship wake simulation will be
necessary. In full scale, propulsive efficiency of Propeller
C-2 in full scale is 1.9% higher than that of Propeller C-1.
This amounts of efficiency gain by Propeller C-2 is

corresponding to efficiency gain of propeller open water
efficiency at Rn(K)=6×105. In this case, wake fraction
decreased (1-ws increased). Propeller open water
efficiency and eata-r increased. To understand this, thrust
distributions of Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2 were
compared in Fig.18. Thrust center of Propeller C-2 was
located outer radius in comparison with that of Propeller
C-1. In behind ship condition, inflow velocity of outer
radius is higher than inner radius. Therefore, Propeller C2 is thought to be more wake adapted design in
comparison with Propeller C-1. In full scale, wake
distribution will be much changed and inflow velocity at
port side and starboard side will be much accelerated (See
Fig.19 and Fig.20). Therefore, the effectiveness of wake
adapted feature were thought to be enhanced in full scale.
Self propulsion test results of Propeller C-1 and C-2 were
analyzed by ‘1POT method’ and ‘2POT method’ and
compared in Table 5 and Table 6. Wake fraction factors
in full scale(ws) were extrapolated from model scale
value(wm) by Yazaki’s method. ‘1POT method’ suffered
from eata-r drop and decrease of wake fraction.
Propulsive efficiency of Propeller C-2 was only 0.7%
higher than that of Propeller C-1. This efficiency gain is
thought to be underestimation by consideration of full
scale CFD result(1.9%) and efficiency gain at
POT(1.8%). On the other hand, ‘2POT method’ showed
slight eata-r gain and 2.2% higher propulsive efficiency.
This amount of propulsive efficiency gain was roughly
corresponding to POT result at Rn(K)=6×105 and full
scale CFD. These results supported effectiveness of
‘2POT method’.
7 CONCLUSIONS

- Flow characteristics in model scale in POT and SPT
conditions were still mainly laminar and include laminar
flow separation which causes efficiency drop. Full scale
extrapolation from model scale by model test should be
improved with consideration of flow separation at model
test.
- Flow patterns such as friction distributions and
separation ranges in SPT condition at Rn(K)=abt.3.0×10 5
were similar to the flow patterns in POT condition at
Rn(K)=abt.3.0×105, which supports the validity of ‘2POT
method’.
- Full scale CFD simulation and ‘2POT method’ showed
good capability to estimate the propulsive efficiency gain
by smaller blade propeller design.
- Full scale propeller has less separation in comparison
with model scale. Some of propeller designs may show
high efficiency in full scale although the efficiency in
model scale is low by flow separation.
These raise the importance of numerical estimation of
high efficiency propeller design in full scale.
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Table 2: POT results of Propeller C-1 and Propeller C-2

0.5 0.3 0.5

0.5

0.5

0.7

0.7

0.7

eata-o @KT/J2=const.

Experiment

Rn(K)=Rn(K)spt

0.7
2

KT/J
Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2
Delta(%)

0.9

0.9

5

Rn(K)=6×10

0.69

0.58

0.605
0.604
-0.2

0.635
0.647
1.8

0.9

0.9

Table 3: Self propulsion analysis in model scale(CFD)
Exp.

Cal.(k-kL-)

Exp.

Cal.(k-kL-Mod.)

Fig. 19: Model scale ship wake distribution

Fn=0.27
Prop. No.
Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2
Delta(%)

CFD(Model scale)
Low Reynolds POC(Rn(K) SP T) were used for self propulsion factors analysis

1-wm
0.653
0.653
-0.1

1-t
0.806
0.809
0.3

eata-r
1.002
0.999
-0.2

eata-om
0.600
0.601
0.0

eata-m
0.742
0.743
0.2

Table 4: Self propulsion analysis in full scale(CFD)
Fn=0.27

k-kL-

k-kL-Mod.

Prop. No.
Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2
Delta(%)

CFD(Full scale)
Full scale POC were used for self propulsion factors analysis
1-ws
0.716
0.724
1.2

1-t
0.813
0.811
-0.3

eata-r
0.996
1.013
1.8

eata-os
0.638
0.647
1.5

eata-s
0.721
0.735
1.9

Fig. 20: Full scale ship wake distribution(Cal.)
Table 5: Self propulsion analysis based on 1POT(Experiment.)
Experiment (1POT method)
Fn=0.27

1-wm, 1-t & eata-r derived from high Reynolds POT(Rn(K)=6×105)

Prop. No.
Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2
Delta(%)

High Reynolds POT(Rn(K)=6×105) was used for full scale powering
1-ws
1-t
eata-r
eata-os
eata-s
0.730
0.832
1.021
0.626
0.728
0.740
0.831
1.017
0.642
0.733
1.4
-0.2
-0.4
2.7
0.7

Table 6: Self propulsion analysis based on 2POT(Experiment.)
Fig. 21: Example of Self propulsion simulation,
Left: wake distribution and pressure distribution,
Right: ISO surface of Q value

Experiment (2POT method)
Fn=0.27

1-wm, 1-t & eata-r derived from low Reynolds POT(Rn(K) SPT )

Prop. No.
Propeller C-1
Propeller C-2

High Reyonolds POT(Rn(K)=6×105) was used for full scale powering
1-ws
1-t
eata-r
eata-os
eata-s
0.726
0.832
1.033
0.624
0.739
0.727
0.831
1.038
0.637
0.755

Delta(%)

0.2

-0.2

0.4

2.1

2.2

